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done by setting r^ on CI to the runner. The slide is then very
often in such a position that below r2;! on C the answer can be read
directly on D. If such is not the case the runner must be set to
the end of the slide, rS3 on €1 set to the runner and the answer read
on D below the end of the slide. This gives the B of Kelley's
tables and is to be subtracted from the A already written down
and the answer taken to the nearest two decimal places.
The signs are of concern only in the numerator of tlie fraction
and their algebraic treatment is perfectly simple. As to the decimal
point in B it is merely necessary to remember that B is approxi-
mately the product of r^ r;,, and with a little practice one can locate
the point directly from the setting of the slide.
The writer has used the method and also Kelley's tables quite
extensively and there is wry little difference either in the speed or the
accuracy. In a typical group of io coefficients one method took
9 minutes and io seconds and the other 9 minutes and 20 seconds,
with the same results in both cases. The slide rule does not appear
noticeably more fatiguing than the use of the tables. The writer
uses it frequently in checking over work done with the tables.
One who does not have access to Kelley's monograph and who is
skilled in the use of the slide rule need not be daunted by partial
correlations.
TASTE SENSATIONS FROM UTERINE STIMULI
BY HOWARD C WARREN*
Prtnrston I ntversily
A patient who has been receiving electric treatment for a uterine
tumor reports to the writer that she had a distinct metallic taste
in the mouth whenever the electricity was applied. Her physician
tells of another case in which the patient could taste the kind of
drug used in treating the uterus.
Regarding the latter case the physician writes: "Mrs. II.
could distinguish whether I used tincture of iron, iodine, carbolic
acid or nitrate of silver, almost immediately upon application to
mucous surface. There was an ulcerated and granulated con-
dition of the cervix where I used carbolic acid in treating the ulcer
and nitrate of silver in treating the granulations. She would
say: 'You have used carbolic acid,' or 'You have used nitrate of
silver,' not anticipating it, nor would I think that she would know.
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\\ hile she was an educated woman she knew nothing about drugs
and, as I remember, took no interest only to say, 'You are using
such and such a drug and it is so disagreeable.'"
Have any similar experiences been reported?
GENERAL REVIEWS AND SUMMARIES
AFFECTIVF- PI IENOMENA—EXPERIMENTAL
BY JOHN F. SHP.PVRO
I'nizersity of Michigan
No writer on the relation of organic and mental processes has
defended a more specific or more invariable correlation than
Mars ton (8). He studied the changes in systolic blood pressure
caused by an attitude of deceit. He found no significant change of
pressure with mere intellectual work. Subjects for the study of
deceit were told that a friend had been accused of a certain crime,
and a series of incriminating facts were given as established. If the
subject chose to try to clear his friend by a lie, he framed an alibi
accordingly; if he chose to tell the truth, he selected a marked
paper which showed a consistent story written by an assistant,
admitting the facts but exonerating the friend. This story was
supposed to be the truth. In another set of experiments, the
subject received sealed instructions and left the room. If he chose
to lie, he opened the envelope, did as directed, came back and lied
about it at the examination. -If he chose to tell the truth, he did
as he liked, came back and told a true story of what he had done.
Blood pressure tests were taken before, during and after the exami-
nations. A marked, consistent, gradual rise of blood pressure
reaching a climax at a certain point in the story is reported for
deceit cases and a tendency toward lowered pressure with truthful
accounts. The experimenter on the basis of pressure results,
obtained 96 percent, correct judgments as to the truth or falsity of
the stories told; while jurors who listened to the testimony did not
succeed in judging with much accuracy.
Basing his argument on Cannon's theories, Marston concludes
that fear and anger are the only mental processes that can cause
moderate rise of blood pressure. Intense joy, sorrow, disgust, or
sex excitement may give extreme pressure changes, but only fear
and anger show such effects as he found with deceit. He believes
